Safari Montage
Bullying and Harassment Videos
Arthur: The Law of the Jungle Gym
2005 Grades PK-3
- In this animated episode based on the stories by Marc Brown, Muffy finds the perfect place to take
pictures with her new digital camera - the jungle gym. Unfortunately, it's ''Tough Customer''
territory, and Molly wants to bully Muffy right out of her new studio. But Crosswires do not
compromise! Or, do they?
Bullying
2001
Grades 5 – 12
- Whether they are personally involved or merely bystanders to the situation at hand, students often
find themselves faced with bullies both in and out of school. But how does one go about dealing
with such troublesome situations without being drawn into unnecessary confrontations? In
Bullying, students will develop a better understanding of ways to deal effectively with bullies
through two detailed vignettes. In ''It's Not Funny...It Hurts!'', an overweight student new to school
faces a daily regiment of bullying by others who ride his bus. What should he do? And in ''Just
Because You're Bigger...,'' a group of kids playing basketball after school are menaced by an older
group who come along and steal their ball. How should they handle the situation? Part of the
Conflict Resolution For Students Video Series. Includes a Teacher's Guide.
Bullying: Gaining Insight
2002
Grades 5 – 12
- A series of vignettes highlight important steps to take when dealing with bullying and harassment
in the school environment. Part of the Conflict Resolution for Educators Video Series. Includes a
Teacher's Guide.
Decisions & Conflicts
2005
Grades K-4
- Whether it's choosing what to wear or deciding to say no to a friend, for every one of us, each day
is full of lots of different choices and decisions. Decisions & Conflicts familiarizes students with
the steps involved in the decision-making process and how to achieve an outcome that is right for
them. Join us as we examine negative and positive behaviors in conflict situations, such as dealing
with bullies and peer pressure. Viewers will also learn to develop assertiveness and useful refusal
skills for common situations. This delightful program demonstrates how taking the time to make
the best decision for yourself -- no matter what or who you're dealing with -- will keep you and
those around you a lot healthier! Part of the multivolume Health for Children Video Series. A
teacher's guide is included and available online.
Harassment
2002
Grades 5 – 12
- Getting picked on because of perceived differences by others is something everyone experiences at
least once during their formative years, but just how does one deal with such situations? In
Harassment, students will develop a better understanding of ways to deal effectively with such
situations through two detailed vignettes. In ''It's My Right...It's My Choice,'' a teenage girl sets
herself apart from other students by the way she looks, but do other students have the right to target
her for harassment? And in ''We're Supposed to Be a Team,'' a softball player is shunned by the rest
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of her team through the efforts of a fellow teammate. Part of the Conflict Resolution For Students
Video Series. Includes a Teacher's Guide.
Merry Christmas, Space Case
2002
Grades PK-3
- In this continuation of the story of a youth and his alien friend, Buddy McGee eagerly awaits a
promised Christmas visit from his friend, the thing from outer space. The bullying Goober twins
don't believe Buddy has a special friend coming from Outer Space and they threaten Buddy if they
find out he is lying. Based on the award-winning book written and illustrated by James Marshall,
this animated program is narrated by Christopher Lloyd.
Sexual Harassment
2000
Grades 5 – 12
- Being harassed because of one's sex or sexual orientation is uncalled for, but often, such harmful
attention is derived from students not knowing that they've crossed the line. In Sexual Harassment,
students will develop a better understanding of ways to deal effectively with such situations
through two detailed vignettes. In ''Crossing the Line,'' a male student's overt flirtations with a
female peer continually puts her into embarrassing situations, and illustrates how to avoid being the
recipient of such harassment as well as when such attention has gone too far. In ''It's My School
Too!'', a talented violinist is forced to drop out of high school due to harassment by his classmates
over his alleged sexual orientation, dramatizing how students can be part of the solution rather than
part of the problem. Part of the Conflict Resolution For Students Video Series. Includes a Teacher's
Guide.
Sexual Harassment
1994
Grades 7 – 12
- Interviews with teens from different backgrounds, as well as social and women's studies experts,
paint a comprehensive portrait of sexual harassment in plain, honest language. A complex issue,
sexual harassment is illegal, unfair and often unwittingly committed, yet it is happening to teens in
schools and in the workplace. This program demonstrates how sexual harassment can be perpetrated
by peers and adults alike, how it affects both young women and young men, and how it can damage
an individual's self-esteem as well as his or her ability to succeed. This program offers tips on how to
handle harassment if it happens, and what to do about getting help. Part of the highly informative
Schlessinger Teen Health Video Series featuring discussions led by adolescent medicine specialists.
Dynamic graphics and music help present the information in a memorable and nonjudgmental way.
A Teacher's Guide is included and available online.
Ugly Duckling
2001
Grades PK - 2
- Lynn Whitfield narrates this iconographic adaptation of the classic Hans Christian Andersen
fairytale, based upon the Caldecott Honor book by Jerry Pinkney. The classic folktale is retold in a
rural American pioneer landscape. An ugly duckling is taunted by all the other ducks until he turns
into a beautiful swan. Includes guide.
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